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When the award winning RIBA Chartered architectural 
practice WCEC Architecture were given the task of 
designing a five bedroom country house in rural 
Sussex, a key requirement of the design was to be a 
mixture of contemporary details as well as making use 
of form and materials which took into account local 
traditions and surroundings.

Lead has been used as a building material for 
hundreds of years, and its continued use within 
historic buildings is a testament to its long 
lasting, dependable qualities. However the use 
of lead on roofs is today is even more relevant 
than ever for contemporary building projects. 
Not only does lead measure more favourably 
when compared against other building materials 
due to its water-tight qualities and minimal 
on-going maintenance requirements, it also 
provides an appearance of real quality. Lead 
also scores very highly in the most modern of 
criteria, its environmental and sustainability 
impact, with impressively low carbon footprint, 
BRE Green Guide and Eco point ratings, which 
are seldom bettered by the modern day 
man-made materials or other hard metals.

Rolled Lead Sheet to BS EN 12588 was an integral part of the 
design and chosen as the principal roofing material which, alongside 
the handmade local bricks and plain clay tiles, provided a soft 
appearance which would blend in well with its immediate and wider 
landscaped setting.
 
Chalmers & Co., Building Contractors were the Main Contractor for the 
project, with AT Leadworks the main sub-contractor. The dormer roofs 
have an extended and expressed cap line above the window head, 
which articulates the roof and visually separates the insulation build up 
above. The flat roofs have wood core roll joints and back gutters in 
code 5 lead sheet, stepped to provide for thermal movement. 
Neoprene proprietary expansion joints were fitted to box gutters to 
minimize falls and construction depth. Code 5 lead sheet was also 
used for cheeks and flashings. In total, around 13 tonnes of lead 
sheet, supplied by Calder Industrial Materials, was used for this project.

As part of the project consisted of fixing lead sheet in a very complex 
inverted roof situation, the Lead Sheet Association’s Technical 
Support team provided the necessary guidance to the design and 
installation team, so that longevity of the roof could be ensured, and 
provided peace of mind for specifier, installer and client.
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